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Executive Summary
In 2016, an estimated 8.7 million employees received their wages on payroll cards, compared with 5.5 million employees who
received their wages through paper checks.1 For many employees, particularly those in low-paying or hourly jobs, payroll cards can
serve as valuable financial tools to help them manage their hard-earned money.
However, there has been much discussion about the quality of payroll cards. High-profile lawsuits, negative press, and a wave of
state regulatory actions have contributed to a lack of dialogue and understanding among stakeholders. Concerns have been raised
about employees’ understanding of options for receiving their pay, their ability to access wages without paying fees, the clarity
and transparency of account terms and fee schedules, the convenience of ATMs to employees’ residence and work, and the
accessibility and affordability of customer service.
To contribute to this dialogue, CFSI offers its first quality assessment of the payroll card industry. Using the Compass Guide
to Payroll Cards as our lens, we have awarded the payroll card industry the following grades across the three levels of
recommendations outlined in the Compass Guide.

2017 Payroll Card Industry Grades
CORE FEATURES

A-

Standards for
a high-quality
payroll account

STRETCH FEATURES

B+

Best practices for
providers to stretch
beyond the basics

NEXT GEN FEATURES

C-

Additional services
that improve
consumers’ lives

What we found was encouraging: payroll cards offer many of the basic features and functionality to be considered high-quality
products. But, there remain opportunities for program managers to stretch beyond the basics by offering additional features that
can help cardholders build long-term and lasting financial health.
In this report, we explore the following findings and highlight areas where providers can improve the quality of their programs.
CFSI hopes that industry stakeholders, consumer advocates, policymakers, and regulators will use these findings as the basis for
a constructive dialogue about the future of the payroll card industry.

Four Key Findings in Payroll Card Quality
Finding 1. Payroll cards allow employees to perform many basic activities for free, such as
receiving their full net wages and accessing important information about their accounts.
Finding 2. While fee schedules are provided to cardholders, few program
managers provide additional tools to help cardholders avoid unnecessary fees.
Finding 3. Customer service is accessible, but customer service representatives do not
routinely offer proactive guidance to help cardholders gain the most value from their cards.
Finding 4. There is an opportunity for program managers to offer “Stretch”
and “Next Gen” features – such as savings and budgeting tools – that can help individuals
build financial health.
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Introduction
In recent years, employers have come to appreciate the
essential role they play in helping employees build long-term
and lasting financial health. State and local governments,
large corporations, mid-size employers, and small business
owners are investing in the idea that happy, healthy employees
make productive employees. They are looking for programs,
services, and tools to help their employees build and sustain
financial health.
Not surprisingly, the payroll card industry has grown rapidly
in recent years. In 2014, the industry grew at an annualized
rate of 9 percent to $33.5 billion in load volume. A compound
annual growth rate of 6 percent is forecasted through 2018,
when the industry is expected to reach $42.3 billion in load
volume.2 The growth of the industry has been driven by
adoption of payroll cards by employees with bank accounts,
as well as those without bank accounts: today nearly half of
payroll card users have bank accounts.3 For employees without
bank accounts, payroll cards offer an affordable, safe, and
convenient way of receiving their wages. For employees with
bank accounts, payroll cards offer an additional tool to manage
their money.
Despite the many benefits of payroll cards, the product has
gained a negative reputation in recent years. High-profile
lawsuits have thrust payroll cards into the national spotlight
by accusing certain employers of violating state labor laws by
requiring employees to receive their wages on a payroll card.
State legislators and regulators from Hawaii to New York have
introduced rules further regulating payroll cards. These rules
address concerns around employees’ understanding of options
for receiving their pay, their ability to access wages in full each
pay period without paying fees, the clarity and transparency of
account terms and fee schedules, the convenience of ATMs to
employees’ place of residence and work, and the accessibility
of customer service. The CFPB has also issued an industry
rule that mandates strong error resolution policies, clear fee
disclosures, and consumer protections around the provision of
credit on payroll cards.4

To facilitate a constructive dialogue among industry
stakeholders, consumer advocates, policymakers, and
regulators, CFSI presents its first quality assessment of the
payroll card industry. Payroll card program managers can use
this report to assess and improve the quality of their programs.
Employers can use this report and the Compass Guide to
Payroll Cards to evaluate potential payroll programs.
Regulators and policymakers can draw upon these findings to
approach their work from the perspective that payroll cards
can be a force for good in employees’ lives. This report is the
latest in a series of quality assessments based on the Compass
Principles that CFSI has released for other industries including
prepaid cards and small-dollar installment loans.
Our findings are encouraging: payroll cards offer many of the
basic features and functionality to be considered high-quality
products. They allow employees to access their full net wages
for free at least once per pay period, they offer cardholders
affordable ways to perform many basic activities, and they
provide affordable and accessible customer service. However,
program managers have an opportunity to go beyond the
basics by offering additional features and functionality that
help cardholders build financial health.
In this report, we review the grades we awarded to the payroll
card industry and present four key findings that we observed
across the industry. We also highlight a selection of program
managers that have adopted the recommendations outlined
in CFSI’s Compass Guide to Payroll Cards in particularly
innovative or high-quality ways.
It’s important to note that the recommendations in the
Compass Guide to Payroll Cards are not intended to be
a one-size-fits-all approach to designing payroll cards. As
they seek a competitive advantage, companies will implement
these practices in their own ways. In particular, the Stretch
and Next Generation practices in the Compass Guide include
features for consideration by providers that are looking to
expand product functionality. Not all providers will choose
to or will be able to offer these features due to business or
legal constraints.
In addition, the Compass Guide to Payroll Cards does not
purport to make recommendations from a regulatory or policy
standpoint. As a result, many of the industry best practices
described in this report go beyond what should be required by
current or future regulation.
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Methodology
Assessing Industry Quality
This report assesses the extent to which eight of the largest
program managers in the payroll card industry (see chart)
have adopted the recommendations outlined in CFSI’s
Compass Guide to Payroll Cards (“the Compass Guide”).
CFSI collected data about each of these programs from
December 2016 to January 2017 by conducting online
research and interviewing program managers to gather
information that was not publicly available.
Payroll Cards Evaluated
Program Manager
ADP

Card Name
ALINE Card

Comdata
First Data
Global Cash Card
NetSpend
Transcard
U.S. Bank
Unirush, LLC5

Comdata Pay Card
Money Network
Global Cash Card
Skylight ONE Card
Transcard
Focus Card
Rapid! Pay Card

Based on proprietary and secondary industry research,
we estimate that these eight program managers represent
approximately 75% of the payroll card industry, as measured
by number of active cardholders. Assessing the many smaller
program managers that comprise the remainder of the
industry was beyond the scope of this study.
The data presented throughout this report are weighted to
reflect the relative market share, measured by the number of
active cardholders, of the eight program managers included in
our sample that have adopted recommendations outlined in
the Compass Guide. Beneath each market share analysis, we
also present the number of programs that have adopted each
recommendation.
We employed both quantitative and qualitative methods
of analysis to develop the industry grades presented
throughout this report. Since recommendations identified in
the Compass Guide vary in terms of importance and feasibility,
a straightforward quantitative analysis would not have yielded
appropriate grades. Likewise, we wanted to take into account
the unique regulatory constraints that shape the economics of
payroll card programs, such as local state wage and hour laws
that prohibit the charging of monthly maintenance fees.
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CFSI industry expertise and qualitative judgments were used
to develop scores that reflect the current state of the payroll
card industry.

The Payroll Card Value Chain
While the Compass Guide provides recommendations for
other members of the payroll card value chain – including
issuing banks, payments networks, processors, and employers –
this report focuses on program managers due to the important
role they play in designing high-quality payroll programs.
Due to the consolidated nature of the industry, the actions
of one or more program managers can have a significant
impact on the quality of the market and on the lives of millions
of employees.
While we recognize that the specific features, functionality,
and fees of payroll card programs may vary across employers,
the data presented in this report reflects the standard set of
features and functionality that each program manager offers
to its partners. Because employers can customize their payroll
programs, the cards that employees receive may look different
from the standard versions considered in this report. More
research is needed to explore how employees use their payroll
cards, the fees they incur, and what they like and dislike about
these products.

Overview of the Payroll Scorecard
Following the structure of the Compass Guide, we assessed
the payroll card industry across the following levels:
Category – Grades awarded at this level represent the
extent to which the payroll card industry has adopted the Core
standards, Stretch practices, and Next Gen recommendations
outlined in the Compass Guide. The colors presented throughout this report indicate whether recommendations are Core
(green), Stretch (orange), or Next Gen (purple).
Guidelines – Within each category, the Compass Guide
provides specific guidelines about the high-quality design
and delivery of payroll cards. The scorecard presents a letter
grade for each grouping of these guidelines (e.g. “Choice”).
The appendix of this report provides a comprehensive list of
guidelines and their corresponding grades.
Examples – For each guideline, the Compass Guide provides
concrete examples of how a provider might implement this
guideline. The findings presented in this report represent
CFSI’s analysis of data collected at this level. For a complete
list of examples, please refer to the Compass Guide.
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2017 Payroll Scorecard: How the Industry Fared
CFSI awarded the payroll card industry A- on Core practices, B+ on Stretch practices, and C- on Next Gen practices. Cards
were rated on the extent to which they adopted recommendations outlined in CFSI’s Compass Guide to Payroll Cards (2015).
Guideline and
Category
CORE

Choice

Security

Grade

A–

A

Affordability

B+

Access

A-

Transparency

B+

Information
& Support

A-

Personalization

A

Analysis
Payroll cards offer many of the basic features and functionality to be considered
high-quality products.
We could not grade this category because employers, not program managers, are
primarily responsible for offering employees a clear choice about how they would like
to receive their wages. Program managers can support these efforts by incorporating
language around choice in the materials they provide to employers to share with
their employees.
All of the payroll card programs included in our sample offer cards that are backed by
FDIC insurance and conform to the error resolution policies required by Regulation
E. “Zero Liability” protections mandated by the payments networks are routinely
offered to cardholders.
All of the programs in our sample provide employees with access to their full net
wages each pay period and allow them to access important account information for
free. None of the programs charge monthly maintenance fees, which automatically
deny employees a chance to access their full wages. Many programs charge
transaction decline fees, inactivity fees, and card replacement fees, among other
types of fees. More research is needed to determine how these fees are being
communicated to employees, whether employees understand how to avoid them,
and how frequently they are incurred.
All of the programs in our sample allow employees to make purchases without fees
and to withdraw cash for free at in-network bank tellers and at merchants that offer
cash back with purchases. Employees can make bill payments on billers’ websites or by
phone, but few program managers offer an in-app bill payment service.
All of the programs in our sample have developed materials – such as Terms and
Conditions, fee schedules, and FAQ’s – that employers can pass along to employees
before and after they open a payroll card account. While most of the fee schedules
are relatively straightforward, some are lengthy, confusing, and challenging to
understand at a glance. Few program managers offer additional tools, such as online
videos and tutorials that can help cardholders derive the most value from their cards.
Customer service assistance – calling an IVR system and speaking with a live
agent – is generally free, accessible, convenient, and offered in multiple languages.
Employees can access their account balances and transaction histories in a variety
of ways, but some programs do not allow employees to access up to 12 months of
transaction histories, which can be important for budgeting and tax purposes.
All of the programs in our sample offer employees the option to personalize their
payroll cards. Some of the programs automatically issue personalized cards after a
certain period of usage and some programs provide personalized cards upon request
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2017 Payroll Scorecard: How the Industry Fared
Guideline and
Category
STRETCH

Grade

B+

Convenience

B

Mobile

A

Education

C

Portability

A

NEXT GEN

C-

Budgeting

C

Savings

D

Credit

–

Analysis
Program managers should stretch beyond the basics by adding additional
functionality that can enhance the value of payroll cards for employees.
All of the programs in our sample allow employees to provide secondary cards to
family members and most of the programs allow cardholders to transfer funds
between these cards. But only a handful of programs offer sub-accounts that
cardholders can use to set aside funds for budgeting or saving purposes.
All of the programs in our sample offer a mobile application or a mobile-enabled
website that allows employees to perform basic transactions, such as checking their
account balances, viewing recent transactions, and locating in-network ATMs. The
applications are free to download and most are available on both Android and iOS.
While educational materials are generally accessible and supportive, few programs
provide more proactive guidance and support to employees about how to use their
cards. For example, few programs train customer service agents to routinely use calls
as an opportunity to review employees’ accounts, identify unnecessary fees, and
explain how they can avoid those fees in the future.
All of the programs allow employees to make their payroll cards “portable,” provided
they pass applicable Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements. Portability allows
employees to receive additional sources of funding, link their cards to a bank account,
load cash at retailers, ATMs, or financial institutions, and retain use of their card when
they leave the employer who originally issued the card.
Program managers have an opportunity to offer “Next Gen” features that can help
employees build long-term and lasting financial health.
Few of the programs in our sample offer budgeting or personal financial management
tools that employees can use to plan, budget, and track their expenses. Among the
programs that offer these tools, only one program allows employees to link text and
email alerts to specific budgeting goals and customize these alerts as they wish.
Only a handful of the programs in our sample allow employees to link their payroll
card to a separate savings platform. Such platforms allow employees to set aside
money for future expenses and to be resilient in the face of unexpected events.
The Compass Guide recommends: “If a credit service is offered in conjunction
with a payroll card, providers should exercise caution and only offer affordable and
high-quality options that cardholders can repay without entering a cycle of debt.”
Due to the lack of credit offerings in the payroll card industry, a grade could not be
awarded for this category.6
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Four Key Findings in Payroll Card Quality
Finding 1. Payroll cards allow employees to perform many basic activities for free, such as
receiving their full net wages and accessing important information about their accounts.
Finding 2. While fee schedules are provided to cardholders, few program
managers provide additional tools to help cardholders avoid unnecessary fees.
Finding 3. Customer service is accessible, but customer service representatives do not
routinely offer proactive guidance to help cardholders gain the most value from their cards.
Finding 4. There is an opportunity for program managers to offer “Stretch”
and “Next Gen” features – such as savings and budgeting tools – that can help individuals
build financial health.
Methodology Note on Weighting
For each finding presented on the following page, we present the weighted market share, as measured by the number of active
cardholders, of all the program managers in our sample that have adopted a particular recommendation. These market share
assessments are based on the relative market share of the eight cards included in our example shown at the top of the Analysis
section and highlighted in green, yellow, or purple. (The rest of the data presented in the Analysis section are supporting
data points.)
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Finding 1 – Payroll cards allow employees to perform many basic activities for free, such as receiving their
full net wages and accessing important information about their accounts.
Example from Compass Guide
Cardholders are able to access their full
net wages each pay period without cost.

Cardholders can check their account
balances for free in a variety of ways.

Cardholders can access their
transaction histories for free via
online or mobile channels.

Weighted Market Share of Sample that has Adopted Example

100%

100%

100%

Analysis
As required by certain state wage and
hour laws, all (8/8) of the programs in
our sample offer employees at least one
free withdrawal of their full net wages
each pay period at the teller of any
bank or credit union in the Visa or
Mastercard network.
As required by state wage and hour
laws, none (0/8) of the programs charge
fees, such as monthly maintenance fees,
that automatically deny employees a
chance to access their full net wages
each pay period.
All (8/8) of the programs go beyond
the legal requirements by providing
employees unlimited free withdrawals at
bank tellers or at select merchants that
offer cash back with purchases.7

All (8/8) of the programs allow
employees to check their account
balances for free via online and
mobile channels.

All (8/8) of the programs allow
employees to access their transaction
histories for free via online or
mobile channels.

All (8/8) of the programs allow
employees to set up free balance alerts
via email or text message, which can
provide cardholders with real-time
information about their accounts.

Most (6/8) of the programs offer
employees access to at least 12 months
of transaction history online, which
can be helpful for budgeting and tax
purposes.

All (8/8) of the programs allow
cardholders to check their balances
for free by making unlimited calls to
Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
systems, a quick and easy way to receive
up-to-date account information.

A few (3/8) of the programs allow
employees to view unlimited transaction
histories online.

Provider Spotlight
First Data’s Money Network® Card offers a uniform,
clear fee structure for their entire payroll platform across
different states. Employees can perform basic transactions,
such as withdrawing funds, checking their Money Network®
Account balances, and calling customer service, without
incurring any fees.
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Less than half (3/8) of the programs
offer employees the option to request
regularly monthly paper statements
mailed to their home for free. The
programs that do not offer this service
for free charge $1-2 to offset the costs
of mailing.8

Provider Spotlight
ALINE Pay by ADP provides employers with all of the
tools and solutions necessary for electronic wage payments.
The ALINE Card offers employees a range of options to
access their wages without paying any fees. Cardholders can
withdraw their pay at over 70,000 surcharge-free ATM’s
via the Allpoint, MoneyPass, and PNC Bank networks. They
can also withdraw cash for free at any Visa or Mastercard
bank and can get cash back from participating merchants
that offer cash back with purchase.
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Finding 2 – While fee schedules are provided to cardholders, few program managers offer additional tools
to help cardholders avoid unnecessary fees.
Example from Compass Guide
Employees receive materials that
display fees in a clear and conspicuous
manner.

A comprehensive set of FAQs allows
employees to understand the basic
functionality of their cards.

Online tools, such as tutorials or videos,
explain how cardholders can gain the
most value from their cards.

Weighted Market Share of Sample that has Adopted Example

83%

72%

32%

More than half (5/8) of the programs
in our sample provide employees with
comprehensive Terms and Conditions
and clear fee schedules.9

Half (4/8) of the programs in our
sample provide comprehensive
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s)
on their websites and in a format that
employers can pass along to their
employees.

Less than half (3/8) of the programs
in our sample offer online tools, such
as tutorials or videos, that explain how
cardholders can gain the most value
from their cards and avoid fees.

Analysis

While most of the fee schedules
are relatively straightforward, the
current layout and length of some
make it challenging for cardholders to
understand which fees are associated
with which activities.
The most effective fee schedules are
those that are presented on a single
page and list free transactions separately
from those that would incur a fee.
There is also significant variation
across the programs, which can make it
challenging for employers to assess the
costs of each program when selecting the
most affordable option for employees.10

The most effective FAQ’s are those that
group questions and answers into simple
categories, instruct cardholders how to
access their wages for free, and offer
concrete next steps to resolve an issue.
Ensuring that employees understand
how to use their cards is not just the
responsibility of program managers.
Employers can help ensure that their
employees understand how to use
their cards by sharing FAQ’s before
employees open a payroll account and
by providing ongoing support after they
have opened an account.

Provider Spotlight
The Netspend® Skylight ONE® Card offers online videos
and tutorials to educate cardholders about how to better
use the card’s features and benefits. The videos cover topics
such as the basic functionality of payroll cards, how to set
up transaction alerts via text and email, and how to take
advantage of card use rewards. When cardholders sign up
for Anytime AlertsTM and a transaction is made, they will
receive a text or email message notifying them of the fee
amount and how it was incurred. This real-time feedback
provides cardholders with visibility into their transaction
history and alerts them when fraudulent, unauthorized or
incorrect transactions are made. Additionally, cardholders
can send text messages to receive fee-free updates on their
account balance, nearby ATMs, and more.
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The most effective videos and
tutorials are short and hosted on
the cardholder’s account login page.
They cover a range of topics, including
the basic functionality of payroll cards,
how employees can use their cards
without incurring fees, how to set up
alerts and take advantage of rewards,
and useful tips for resolving problems.

Provider Spotlight
U.S. Bank’s Focus Card provides cardholders with clear
information about their accounts. Once cardholders log
into their online accounts, they can access FAQ’s, use
interactive tools and videos about how to use their cards
without incurring fees, resolve disputes, open a savings
account, sign up for email and text alerts, and view and
perform a full range of account transactions. The Focus
Card also provides a mobile banking app that allows
cardholders to easily check the card balance and view
card transactions.
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Finding 3 - Customer service is accessible, but customer service representatives do not routinely offer
proactive guidance to help cardholders gain the most value from their cards.
Example from Compass Guide
IVR customer service messages are
clear, easy to understand, and offer
service in multiple languages.

Cardholders can speak to a live
customer service agent during regular
business hours.

Customer service agents review
cardholders’ accounts, identify
unnecessary fees, and explain how to
avoid fees in the future.

Weighted Market Share of Sample that has Adopted Example

100%

100%

35%

All (8/8) of the programs in our sample
offer interactive voice response (IVR)
service in both English and Spanish.

All (8/8) of the programs in our sample
offer access to a live customer service
agent during business hours.

This service allows employees to
seamlessly access important information
about their accounts, such as account
balances. It also allows them to perform
many basic activities, such as reporting
a lost or stolen card without having to
speak with a live agent.

Accessible and convenient customer
service is important because it can
ensure that employees can resolve
issues around their wages.

Half (4/8) of the programs in our
sample routinely use customer service
calls as an opportunity to provide callers
with proactive guidance about how to
avoid unnecessary fees.

Analysis

More than half (5/8) of the programs in
our sample offer assistance in languages
other than English and Spanish, such as
French, Arabic, Portuguese, and Hindi.
One program offers IVR customer
assistance in up to 170 languages.

Nearly all (7/8) of the programs allow
employees to call customer service and
speak with an agent for free.
More than half (5/8) of the programs
provide access to live customer service
assistance beyond business hours
(24 hours/7 days a week).
At least one provider offers live
customer service assistance in languages
other than English and Spanish.

Provider Spotlight
Comdata’s Pay Card offers payroll solutions to a large
subset of truck drivers, many whom travel frequently and
cross multiple time zones. Given the mobile nature of these
individuals, Comdata provides comprehensive and
accessible customer service in both English and Spanish.
The company offers both IVR and live customer service
24/7, as well as through an app, online, and by text message.
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Offering this type of proactive advice
can contribute to an overall positive
experience for employees and increase
cardholder usage and longevity.
Programs that routinely offer this
type of proactive advice often train
customer service representatives to
review accounts with employees and
make proactive suggestions about
how they can avoid incurring fees in
the future.11

Provider Spotlight
Transcard trains customer service representatives to routinely use customer service calls as an opportunity
to provide proactive advice and guidance to employees.
Customer service representatives also scan aggregate
account information to identify cardholders who might be
incurring higher than average fees. Transcard is currently
piloting different varieties of this program and will be
rolling out program enhancements shortly.
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Finding 4 - There is an opportunity for program managers to offer “Stretch” and “Next Generation” features –
such as savings and budgeting tools – that can help individuals build financial health.
Example from Compass Guide
Sub-accounts allow cardholders to set
aside funds for budgeting purposes.

Savings platforms allow cardholders to
set aside funds for saving purposes.

Online or mobile PFM tools display
cardholders’ spending behavior through
visuals and graphics.

Weighted Market Share of Sample that has Adopted Example

63%

21%

32%

More than half (5/8) of the programs
in our sample offer sub-accounts on
their cards.

Less than half (3/8) of the programs in
our sample offer savings platforms.

Less than half (3/8) of the programs in
our sample offer budgeting or personal
financial management (PFM) tools.

Analysis

Sub-accounts allow employees to set
aside funds for budgeting or saving
purposes in separate “purses” or
“wallets” directly on the card.
These programs allow cardholders to
open multiple sub-accounts and label
them for different purposes, such as
saving for particular item, budgeting
for a specific spending category, or
allocating money to friends or family.
Many of the programs also allow
cardholders to auto-route their wages
into this account, allowing them to
seamlessly build incremental savings
over time.

Savings platforms provide employees
an opportunity to set aside money for
a rainy day, helping them be resilient in
the face of unexpected events and avoid
other costly forms of credit should an
emergency arise.
The three programs that offer savings
platforms allow cardholders to link
their cards to the platform. When
cardholders wish to access the funds in
their savings account, they can move
the money over themselves or set up
automatic transfers when a bill is due.

Provider Spotlight
The UniRush Rapid! Pay Card offers employees an
interest-bearing passbook savings account alongside its
payroll card. Employees can set savings goals and transfer
funds into a savings account. These savings are transferred
into the “spend” category when the user is ready to
use them again. Cardholders can open multiple savings
accounts for different purposes such as rent, groceries,
and entertainment.
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These tools can help employees
understand their purchasing behaviors
and maintain healthy spending habits.
Many of these tools allow users to
set spending limits and plan for future
expenses. Employees can generally
access these tools via mobile apps or
online accounts.
The most effective tools display
cardholders’ spending through
helpful visuals and graphics, and allow
cardholders to customize budgeting
alerts as they wish.

Provider Spotlight
Global Cash Card offers a suite of next generation
features, including multiple wallets so employees can
allocate and save their money for different purposes.
The program also offers the Global Cash Card Expense
Manager, a set of online tools that cardholders can use to
organize, categorize, and budget expenses through an online
interface that includes customized graphs and reports.
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Conclusion
The findings presented in this report show that payroll cards
offer many of the basic features to be considered high-quality
products. All of the programs in our sample allow cardholders
to access their full net wages and perform many basic activities
for free. Fee schedules are provided to employees and
customer service is accessible and convenient. Yet program
managers have an opportunity to go beyond the basics by
offering additional features that can help employees build
financial health, such as online videos and tutorials, proactive
customer service, sub-accounts, savings platforms, and
budgeting tools.
We hope that industry stakeholders, employers, consumer
advocates, policymakers, and regulators will use these
findings as the basis for a constructive dialogue about the
future of payroll cards. Program managers and other members
of the payroll card value chain can continue to improve their
programs by adopting some of the features identified above.
Employers can use this report and the Compass Guide to
Payroll Cards to make decisions about which program
managers will offer their employees high-quality and affordable
payroll solutions. Regulators and policymakers can draw upon
these findings to approach their work from the perspective
that payroll cards can be a force for good in consumers’ lives.
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Together, each of these stakeholders should invest in further
research that sheds light on how payroll card programs can
be designed and delivered in a high-quality way. This research
should look beyond product features and fee schedules to
assess how cardholders are using their cards and what fees
they are incurring. This research should be supplemented with
qualitative consumer research to improve the design
and delivery of payroll cards.
In this report and in the Compass Guide to Payroll Cards,
CFSI has set a high bar for payroll cards. This is rooted in
the belief that providing value to consumers will benefit
businesses in the long run. Payroll card providers that
embrace these guidelines are likely to reap the benefits of
loyal, engaged, and profitable customers. At the end of the
day, the most successful payroll card programs will be those
that align provider profitability with employees’ success.
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The 2017 Payroll Scorecard (Abridged)
CFSI awarded the payroll card industry A- on Core practices, B+ on Stretch practices, and C- on Next Gen practices. Cards
were rated on the extent to which they adopted recommendations outlined in CFSI’s Compass Guide to Payroll Cards (2015).
Category and Guideline

Grade

CORE FEATURES

A-

Cardholders’ funds are fully insured (A)
The cardholder’s liability is limited and the cardholder has effective procedures to resolve disputes (A)
Affordability

B+

Cardholders can access their full net wages each pay period without cost (A)
Cardholders can perform basic functions without incurring unreasonable fees (B)
Acccess

A-

Security

Cardholders can make purchases and payments to a variety of businesses (A-)
Wages are available for immediate use on payday (A)
Cardholders can make withdrawals at convenient locations (A-)
Transparency
Employees receive communications prior to enrollment outlining account terms and fees (B)
Upon enrolling in a program, cardholders receive clear Terms and Conditions (A)
Information and Support
Cardholders have multiple ways to view balance and transaction history (B+)
Cardholders can easily obtain customer service assistance (A)
Personalization

A

B+

A-

A

If an employer offers instant cards, a personalized permanent card can also be issued

STRETCH FEATURES

Convenience
Cardholders can send money to other cardholders from their card (C)
Cardholders can register for secondary cards to provide to friends or family (A)
Cardholders can split their wages between a payroll card and another account (no rating)
Sub-accounts are offered for budgeting or saving (B-)
Mobile
Mobile platforms allow cardholders to perform transactions and access information
Education

B+
B

A
C

Advice is provided to cardholders about how to best use their cards
Portability
Cardholders can receive deposits from multiple sources on their cards

A

NEXT GEN FEATURES

C-

Budgeting
Personal financial management (PFM) tools are offered
Savings
Cardholders can access a savings account offered alongside the card

C

D

Note: Some categories were not graded. Choice (employees are offered a choice about how to receive wages; and employees are
provided clear information about how to receive wages); and Credit (if credit is offered, providers offer affordable options based on
ability to repay.) See full report for explanation.
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End Notes
1

	“Checkmate: U.S. Payroll Card Programs Trump Paper Checks,” Aite (2015).

2

	 “Payroll Cards in the United States: A Balancing Act for Providers,” Mercator Advisory Group (2016).

3

	 Ibid

4

	 “CFPB Finalizes Strong Federal Protections for Prepaid Account Consumers,” Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (2016).

5

	In February 2017, Green Dot purchased UniRush, LLC, provider of Rapid! Pay Card and the Rush Card. Since this purchase
was completed at the end of January, it occurred after the research period of this study and is not reflected in this report.

6

 The CFPB’s industry rule requires strong protections for consumers using credit products offered alongside payroll cards.

7

	Due to the nature of this study, we were unable to assess the proximity of these services to employees’ place of residence and
work. Likewise, we were unable to assess the extent to which the programs in our sample offer more than one free withdrawal
or unlimited free withdrawals at ATMs due to the variability of this feature by employer and state.

8

	The CFPB’s prepaid industry rule will require payroll program managers to provide employees with access to 12 months of
transaction history online and 24 months of written transaction history free-of-charge upon request.

9

	We were only able to review fee schedules from five programs, which we either located online or received directly from the
program manager.

10

11

	The CFPB’s prepaid and payroll regulations will streamline fee disclosures by requiring program managers to display fees in a
uniform way across the industry.
	For program managers that leverage third-party customer service call centers, proactively training agents to offer
customized guidance may not be possible. Instead, these program managers can focus on providing customer guidance
through other means, such as real-time text message updates.
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